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You are receiving the following  in outreach to come together fostering community
collaboration and partnership in achieving our goals. I am a registered yoga instructor and

certified reiki practitioner. I o�er private and pre-sequenced specialized, themed,
therapeutic, and coach style yoga classes. I read reiki and o�er healings. I am a self

published author and illustrator. I am an eight year food lifestyle enthusiast practicing and
showcasing recipes of veganism, vegetarianism, and pescetarianism. I facilitate sensual
improv dance, floorwork and beginners pole classes with optional choreography. I am a
lifelong, self-taught portrait artist o�ering instructional, recreational and meditative art
classes. Mediums include: acrylic, pencil, markers, crayons, pen, mixed media, etc. I will
be debuting mantras, melody’s and meditations in winter 2021 and developing an app for

my o�erings in summer of 2022.

Recently I’ve been completing yoga school, publishing my first book and writing my
second. My first book is a shadow work book, an adult poetry deck matched with self help
exercises crafted from coming of age experiences.  My second will include an anthology of

letters written to loved ones, crafted in navigating clear communication with self
regardless of  my surroundings. My third will be a collection of yoga sequences, food
detoxes, wellness schedules, mindfulness exercises and art projects  meant to calm a

modern millennial mind and/or hectic lifestyle. Of which I’ve developed from experience.
My first book represents recognition, my second acceptance, and my third will manifest

self-applicable medicine.

I aim to heal those looking for healing, and those unknowingly and intuitively stumbling
upon it. What you resonate, your body has to first experience. I am to be a teacher,

meaning my body has to constantly experience being taught. I am always student in
practice. Walking my purpose while fostering what I attract, as a material guide this life.

We can work together by crafting a collaborative curriculum, including a creative array of
o�erings or an individual option. We can begin with a tentative schedule of an agreed upon

time frame during our consultation meeting. Then regroup after a trial period to ensure
continuous satisfaction in partnership. Benefits of working together include: aligning our

visions and increasing impact through increased access; expanding marketing and
advertising through mutual campaigns; networking and establishing relations between

people, place, resource and local surroundings.

You come in wherever you choose. I’m excited to brainstorm with you. I look forward to
growing, stretching and breathing with you.

Signed in faith,

Che’dra Joseph

all is   |   all be-ing
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